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Courses with CID Designation 
Course Name CID # CID Name COR Effective Term 

N/A    

 
 

Dual Listed Courses 
Course Name Dual Listed  

N/A   

 
 

List of Active Courses offered or not offered in the last 3 years 
 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 

Course Name Summer Fall Spring Summer Fall Spring Summer Fall Spring 

PHSC G100   X X   X X   X X 

PHSC G100L   X X   X X   X X 
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PROGRAM REVIEW – SLO ASSESSMENTS 
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Physical Science 
 

Prepared by: GWC Office of Institutional Effectiveness    
 

*Assessment status reflects assessments between Fall 2013 through Summer 2015 

 

 
 

Courses with cSLOs that still need to be assessed  
Course Name cSLO # cSLO 

PHSC G100 cSLO 2 Explain the underlying principles which govern the behavior of matter and energy. 

PHSC G100 cSLO 3 Demonstrate understanding of basic concepts dealing with chemical reactions. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 1 Identify important discoveries in the fields of physics, chemistry, geology, and astronomy. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 2 Explain the underlying principles which govern the behavior of matter and energy. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 3 Demonstrate understanding of basic concepts dealing with chemical reactions. 

 
 

Courses Assessed and their Action Plans  

Course Name cSLO # 
Semester 
Assessed 

Action Plans 

PHSC G100 cSLO 1 2013 - 2014 
(Fall 2013) 

I plan to: 1.    Continue utilizing Blackboard Modules as a self-study resource for 
each type of math calculation that students are expected to perform during the 
course.2.    To strengthen the retention of Physics concepts that are introduced 
during the first week of a 16 plus week course, I will schedule computer lab time so 
the students can do simulations to reinforce lecture/lab concepts. As students work 
in groups of two, I will be able to ask questions of the teams to test their 
understanding in real-time. I believe the above actions will indeed improve student 
retention and improve learning and proficiency in the material covered in this 
course. 

PHSC G100 cSLO 1 2013 - 2014 
(Spring 2014) 

Based on student performance, I believe that students met the specified SLO for 
represented by Question 1. However, SLO’s associated with Questions 2 and 3 had 
much lower than expected results. Hence, these specific objectives were not met. I 
Plan to do the following to improve student success :( 1) Physics concepts were 
introduced to students very early as the second chapter of 19 chapters in the 
course. So I will give greater emphasis to this topic during review for the final exam. 
Integrate more physics a simulations into the curriculum in the area of 
kinematics.(2)  Regarding Question 3, I will generate summary materials that are 
associated with the course lab so that students get a complete and o re-callable 
picture of the energy snapshot for the United States. The text has an emphasis on a 
world-wide view of how man uses sources of energy and students may be missing 
essentials of where the U.S. fits in. I believe that the above actions will improve 
student retention and improve learning and proficiency in the subject material 
covered in this course. 

PHSC G100 cSLO 4 2014 - 2015 
(Fall 2014) 

Students met one out of two of the specified SLO’s for this lab course. As Identified 
last semester, students in each team were not reading lab instructions carefully 
prior to starting an experiment. This became a problem for some students because 
they were not completing the lab in the time allotted and some team members did 
the bulk of the work; learning was impeded. I believe that for the most part, the 
steps I instituted this semester were successful:(1)Students were asked to read the 

Assessment status for courses with active cSLOs 
Course Name # of cSLOs # of cSLOs Assessed Status 

PHSC G100 4 2 ↔ 

PHSC G100L 4 1 ↔ 

↑  Fully assessed 

↔  Partially assessed 

↓  No assessment 
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Courses Assessed and their Action Plans  

Course Name cSLO # 
Semester 
Assessed 

Action Plans 

lab instructions prior to coming to the lab.(2)Students were to organize the lab into 
tasks and make assignments of responsibility for each team member. (3)Prior to 
starting the lab, each team has to get a sign-off by me after team members have 
successfully described the goal of the experiment, equipment required, and how 
each team member will execute their assigned task. These procedures will be 
continued as part of my lab teaching methods. I believe that these pre-lab 
procedures have improved student retention, improved learning and proficiency for 
students (the majority of students scored final lab grades of 70% or better) in this 
physical science lab course. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 4 2014 - 2015 
(Fall 2014) 

Students met one out of two of the specified SLO’s for this lab course. As Identified 
last semester, students in each team were not reading lab instructions carefully 
prior to starting an experiment. This became a problem for some students because 
they were not completing the lab in the time allotted and some team members did 
the bulk of the work; learning was impeded. I believe that for the most part, the 
steps I instituted this semester were successful:(1) Students were asked to read the 
lab instructions prior to coming to the lab.(2) Students were to organize the lab into 
tasks and make assignments of responsibility for each team member.(3) Prior to 
starting the lab, each team has to get a sign-off by me after team members have 
successfully described the goal of the experiment, equipment required, and how 
each team member will execute their assigned task. These procedures will be 
continued as part of my lab teaching methods. I believe that these pre-lab 
procedures have improved student retention, improved learning and proficiency for 
students (the majority of students scored final lab grades of 70% or better) in this 
physical science lab course. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 4 2013 - 2014 
(Spring 2014) 

Based on student performance, I believe that students met the specified SLO’s for 
this lab course. During the semester, I realized that students in each team were not 
reading lab instructions carefully prior to starting experiments. This became a 
problem for some students because they were not completing the lab in the time 
allotted: learning was impeded. To remedy this situation, I instituted the following 
changes in the conduct of the labs:(1)  As previous practice, students were asked to 
read the lab instructions prior to coming to the lab.(2)  Students are to organize the 
lab into tasks and make assignments of responsibility of each team member.(3)  
Prior to starting the lab, each team has to get a sign-off by me after team members 
have successfully described the goal of the experiment, equipment required, and 
how each team member will execute their assigned task. I believe that this general 
lab procedure change has improved student retention, improved learning and 
proficiency for students in this physical science lab course. 

PHSC G100L cSLO 4 2014 - 2015 
(Spring 2015)  

Since students exceeded expectations on their level of performance, I will now 
move on to assess a different SLO. 
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